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DATA MART DATA LAKEDATA WAREHOUSE
WHAT IS IT?

A Data Warehouse is a storage 

architecture designed to 

hold detailed data extracted 

from transactional systems, 

operational data stores and 

external sources. Data collected 

is combined in an aggregate, 

summary form suitable for 

enterprise wide data analysis 

and reporting.  EDWs can serve 

as data sources for CDPs.

WHY HAVE ONE?

+ Consolidates data from

multiple sources

+ Allows multi-purpose storage

for different use cases

 + Makes data available in 

a structured form -- “One 

version of the truth”

 + Follows “Schema on Write” 

principles as the data written 

into it by an ETL process has a 

specified structure/schema

WHAT IS IT?

 + Data marts are subsets of 

a data warehouse. Whereas 

a data warehouse is a ‘well 

of deep data’, marts serve 

a focused purpose and are 

focused on a specific subject 

area.

 + Designed and built specifically 

around a business ‘subject 

area’ for use and/or access 

by client business units or 

functions.

 + Used to simplify analytics or 

meet smaller/more specific 

requirements, usually for a 

specific line  

of business

WHY HAVE ONE?

 + Isolated security

 + Isolated performance

WHAT IS IT?  

 + A data lake is a virtual 

concept, not a physical thing 

like a data warehouse. A 

data lake is a federation 

of multiple technologies 

and infrastructure (e.g., S3, 

Redshift, etc.) designed to 

allow massive storage of 

structured and unstructured 

data in its rawest form.

 + Follows “Schema on read” 

principles as structure to 

the data is applied while it 

is being read to answer a 

specific business question  

or other analytics purposes

WHY HAVE ONE?  

 + If there is no clear plan on 

what to do with the data, but 

there is an intent to use it at 

some point (collect data first 

and analyze later)

 + Volume of data is so large 

 that traditional DBs would 

have trouble processing

DATA WAREHOUSES, DATA MARTS & DATA LAKES:

WHAT YOU NEED
TO KNOW
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REDSHIFT: WHAT IT IS

+ Fast, preconfigured, optimized and highly scalable data warehouse fully

managed by Amazon (AWS)

+ Designed to integrate with other complementary AWS services such as

Simple Storage Services (S3), SFTP, etc.

+ Supports standard SQL to allow fast querying against large amounts of

data

+ Allows any ODBC/JDBC compliant tool as well as AWS internal services

to connect for BI/visualization purposes

+ Secure data store -- data is encrypted at rest and in transit using

AES-256 and SSL.  Note: for additional level of security, PII within the

data is encrypted with a client-specific encryption key.

+ Redshift is not a replacement for BI or visualization tools.

WHAT SESSIONM OFFERS

 + Automated data pipeline from SMP into Redshift with full monitoring 

and notification capabilities. SMP data can be made available in 

Redshift in a near-real time basis.

 + Client data feed services for automated and monitored client data 

feeds into client Redshift instance.

 + Sandbox capabilities that empower clients to combine their information 

with SMP data views for additional insight or incorporation into SMP 

feedback loop optimization.

ADD-ONS

 + Client data feed services for 

automated and monitored client 

data feeds into client Redshift 

instance (setup & ongoing 

maintenance)

 + Sandbox capabilities that 

empower clients to combine 

their information with SMP data 

views for additional insight 

or incorporation into SMP 

feedback loop optimization.

PRICING

SM Data Mart core offering is 

added as a pass-through charge 

to clients at cost plus 30%. It can 

be difficult to pin down exact 

pricing as there are several 

components that factor into the 

cost. These include both the 

amount of data as well as the 

volume/throughput needed to 

support querying and analytics.

For Add-On pricing, please 

consult the Data Engineering 

team. SessionM will need to 

understand the number of 

customer sources, complexity of 

data format, frequency of update, 

amount of history, and any SLAs 

that are required to be met. 

+ For Enterprise-level customers only (e.g., not available for Economy 

tenants), access to Data Marts powered by Redshift containing SMP 

processed data.

+ Standard data marts for all SMP data types including:

» Users: Contains all information about known users including 

declared data as well as calculated metrics like RFM, CVL,

and churn.

» Purchases: This data is broken out into summary and detail

levels. The summary contains transaction level information such as 

timestamp, channel, subtotals, and store/location. The detail 

contains basket information including SKUs and item quantities/

prices.

» Points: Contains one row for every system event that affects a users 

points balance. Key fields include model type, model, timestamp, 

and points delta.

» Promo Codes: Contains macro level data around promo codes as 

well as detailed information surrounding promo codes assigned and 

used (with timestamps).

+ » Additional schemas/marts will be made available as new features/data 
come online.  




